
Logbook for Unity of Mesa Staff Dialogue Session: May 12, 2021

Part 1: Discerning What is Important
What is important to you as a staff member in this transition? Whatever minister /
ministers are selected, what values / needs / qualities of life do you want to serve?

● Vision
● Transparency
● Effective communication
● Comfort talking about finance with the congregation
● Business acumen, understanding of finance helpful
● Reach out for additional resources
● Excitement, new blood, growing to care about the place and the people
● To love it so much that people want to come
● Enthusiasm - for the job, for the people, for Unity principles. Getting excited

about it. Staff and minister.
● Keep focused to be successful - keep it simple. Staff and minister.
● Team leader - can hear everybody and bring people together rather than keep

them separate. People person.
● Experienced, open-minded.
● Consistency - when we say something, we do it and follow through.
● Enthusiastic and excited about moving forward.
● Don’t want things to change too much.
● Communication! Challenging in COVID times.

What is precious about your role that you want to preserve and have visible?
● Opportunity to help people
● Creativity, freedom and agency - bringing in different musicians
● Lots of helpful folks who want to volunteer
● Effective teamwork and mutual support, emotional as well as professional
● Flexibility in work location, support
● Variety and options available to find things that are enjoyable
● Autonomy - would like more feedback for effective work and consistency of

message.
● People care enough to give feedback - very helpful.
● People willing to help with ideas, resources, support.
● Internal and external communication.
● Keep the people who are here and bring in more new people. More people, more

enthusiasm, more ideas, more volunteers.
● Wishing for more families, more diversity (LGBT, POC).
● Focus on outreach would create exposure to more people, ideals and values

appeal more broadly. Reach out to more diverse populations to increase
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diversity. More people would know who we are.
● Find ways for outreach without annoying people.
● Get involved in social programs - helping neighbors, others.
● What does outreach look like? Examples -
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Part 2: Bringing our Values to Life
During and after the transition, what specific actions / strategies can we as a staff
undertake to bring these qualities to life?

● Quite a bit like we’re doing now - minister(s) focused on message.
● Be proactive, explain what staff does now and ongoing
● During and after transition process, keep things as simple as possible, contribute

to ease of transition and learning. Avoid new programs.
● Continue to do staff jobs as before, possibly adding in “meet & greet” events.
● Provide continuity for transition. New minister not changing things for first six

months?
● Staff still learning what “normal” looks like after COVID times.
● Balance excitement for change with “that’s not the way we used to do it!”
● Change the birthday song?
● Discern what to change and what remains the same.
● Before minister is selected, there will be tasks (e.g. financial reporting) - also final

phase of capital campaign. Terry can lay out financial reporting in a
straightforward manner for new minister.

● Be as responsive and supportive as possible.
● Collect ideas - what we have done in the past and what is no longer happening

(e.g. due to COVID) to keep new minister involved and be part of transition.
Example: bulletins.

● Attend to timely things e.g. infrastructure - identify and prioritize things and
determine whether to address immediately or after new minister on board.

● Get clear about what “normal” is - e.g. changes due to COVID? Where is the
baseline?

● Let new minister know what has been changed, how they were, what was
changed due to COVID. Some things done sooner than they would have
otherwise (e.g. streaming, YouTube) thanks to COVID.

● Focus on what is most important and most beneficial to everyone - including
financially. Streamline things where possible. Look at cost-benefit more closely.
E.g. what increases numbers and what decreases?

● Individually, figure out what is important to help minister. When to say yes and
when to bring attention to the way things used to be.

● Continue to embrace technology - e.g. fundraising, online giving, planned giving.
● Sharing what’s on the staff’s minds with each other and new leadership.
● Open dialogue with new person coming in, especially at the beginning.
● Feel more comfortable with female minister than male - more approachable, less

analytical.
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● Want someone who listens to concerns, can “correct” or give constructive
criticism more gently.

● Check-ins new and valuable coming from corporate world. More “feminine”
energy in church.

● Welcoming interview “started with a prayer and ended with a hug.”
● Embrace who we are, have a leader to bring it all together. Be a listener and

respect others, understanding, empathy and support. Open communication and
dialogue, asking questions.

● Staff needs to be willing to ask questions and offer “advice” (feedback?). Accept
differences and understand what is going on for others.

● Staff share information without being afraid to be honest with new person.
Supportive of overwhelm for new person.

● Constant open communication.
● Staff can be patient, loving and all that they want new person to be.
● Be willing to be comfortable with the uncomfortable, especially in uncertain times.
● Support new leadership and selves. Faith and trust.
● Each person individually do part to support new minister, also together.
● Make time for connection as well as business - checking in regularly.
● As a staff, be mindful of how much detail is needed and when it is overwhelming.

Don’t need to know every little detail on Day 1. Focus on simplicity and what is
important.

● Aspire to make this the easiest possible transition for new minister, staff and
congregation.

● We’re doing a fine job!
● Request for the BOT: do townhall meetings with staff and others (closing round).
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